Log into MySMCC, click on My Maine Guide, then My Learning, and then the Library. Credo is found under Books/eBooks.

Try starting your research with Credo Reference Library. You will have access to hundreds of online, full text books in all different disciplines.

**Keyword Searching** - search for your subject using keywords. The first result is a Topic Page which provides a summary article and related topics. The rest of the results will be full-text Reference Entries, sorted by relevance. After looking through Credo’s results, click on one of the following choices in “Related Resources” for more information: Minerva catalog, Medline Plus, NetLibrary, Bartleby.com, and the Internet Archive.

**Advanced Searching** - allows you to build a search with specific words and phrases while omitting others. You can also “Limit your search to” select specific subjects or book titles, publication dates, or entries that include features such as images or audio files.

**Find a Book** - allows you to browse the Credo Library by subject and book title. Click on a book to access its table of contents.

**Mind Map** - a visual search tool that displays the connections between Credo Reference search results in a visual, interactive and easy-to-use format. It enables you to quickly find information when you don't know what to look for, when you need topic ideas for papers or research projects, or want to expand your knowledge of a given area.

**Tools** - resources to assist in your research. You can look up a definition or a pronunciation of a word, find biographical information of notable people, research famous quotes, search for images, and more.